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BACKGROUND
The NASA Office of Safety, Reliability, Maintainability, and Quality Assurance
(SRM&QA) provides a focal point for the overall development and implementation of
NASA policies and procedures for safety and program/product assurance. Within the
SRM&QA Office is the Reliability, Maintainability and Quality Assurance Division
which has the following objectives as part of its charter:
Formulate, recommend, implement and evaluate NASA RM&QA policies,
procedures and standards.
Establish technology development programs to ensure use of advanced assurance
techniques.
Plan and execute NASA product assurance activities.
Space transportation avionics activities represent a major effort relative to the overall
NASA goals and missions. It is important to be aware of significant reliability and
quality considerations such as the Electrical, Electronic, and Electromechanical (EEE)
Parts program. This program is an important activity that impacts NASA reliability and
quality.
EEE PARTS PROGRAM
This program establishes NASA policy and procedures governing the selection, testing,
and application of EEE parts. Key program tasks include the following activities:
Standardize parts through development and maintenance of a NASA Standard
Parts List.
Issue overall policy and requirements documents for control and management of
parts.
Develop and disseminate guidelines for parts application and use.
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Implement an EEE Parts Management Information System (EPIMS) to provide a
database of parts usage and experience.
Research programs directed at state-of-the-art methods of improving parts
reliability such as investigations of advanced microelectronic devices and parts
radiation effects.
Develop general requirements relative to electronic packaging processes such as
soldering, potting, and printed wiring.
EEE PARTS AND ASSOCIATED TECHNOLOGIES
Recent advances in the state-of-the-art of electronics parts and associated technologies
can significantly impact the electronic designs and reliability of NASA space
transportation avionics. This paper focuses on significant issues that result from these
advances, including:
Recent advances in microelectronics technology (as applied to or considered for use
in NASA projects). These devices can provide significant improvements in design,
performance, and reliability; and may be the only alternative to a feasible
mission. However, there are problems associated with their use that must be
considered and resolved.
Electronic packaging technology advances (concurrent with, and as a result of, the
development of the advanced microelectronic devices). A major source of
electronic failure is packaging; thus, the applicable design/fabrication
considerations must be addressed.
Availability of parts used in space avionics. The uniqueness, small quantity,
complexity, reliability, and environmental requirements for these parts and the
associated design, fabrication, and testing also affect their availability. This
should be recognized and considered in project management and control.
Standardization and integration of parts activities between projects, centers, and
contractors. The rapidly changing state-of-the-art accentuates the need for these
activities. Therefore, applicable procedures are being developed and
implemented.
ADVANCED MICROELECTRONICS
The developments in the design, fabrication, and application of advanced
microelectronics have radically changed the approach to electronic system and
component design. Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are now available
as mature parts and are being applied in new designs. The ASIC provides the design
engineer with a flexibility to design circuits for specific applications to provide optimum
performance and reliability. These circuits are all placed on a single device chip using
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standardcells and associateddesignpractices. However, increasingthe reliability of
devices(where everydevice is unique) is challengingdesignersto improve the reliability
of the entire system.
The state-of-the-art for microelectronicshasproduced new, remarkable advancesthat
are indicative of the devicesthat will soon find usagein NASA applications. There are
devicesavailable that contain an entire computer or 200,000transistorson a singlechip.
Other devicesusewafer scaleintegration, which results in a 4-inch chip with 35 million
transistors. Suchdesignscan provide the ability to incorporate fault detection or
redundancyfor improved reliability and 100percent yields.
There are manyother advancesin microelectronic technologythat are being applied in
presentdesignsand will proliferate to provide improvements in performanceand
reliability. Among the newer developmentsare deviceswith higher switchingspeeds,
chips usingsmaller line geometries,Gallium Arsenide monolithic microwave integrated
circuits and logic devices,hybrid circuits usingdiscrete chips,and networks of thick and
thin film resistorsand capacitors. Thesedevelopmentsminiaturize electronic functions
from one-fifth to one-tenth of their original size.
The complexityof electronic designsin NASA vehicleshas increasedrapidly over the
past 20 years,as depicted in Figure 1. The number of parts in a typical designof 20
yearsagowas20,000;today's typical designshave 80,000parts. However, the difference
in parts count does not depict the true changein complexity. Someof the parts are
integrated circuits containing a number of transistorsin monolithic form, and the
complexity and number of the integratedcircuits usedhave increasedduring the 20-year
period. Thus, usingthe number of transistorsas a measureof complexity showsan
increasefrom 80,000to 60,000,000.The estimated complexity counts for a typical 1995
vehicle increaseeven further to 90,000parts and 800,000,000transistors. It should be
noted that the straight line approximationsshownindicate an exponential increase in
complexityover time.
Spacequalification of today's complex and customized devices is a costly and difficult
process using the existing methods. Qualification entails testing a number of devices for
all characteristics under various environmental conditions and for long periods of time.
It becomes necessary to develop new, more efficient approaches to this process. Some
of the methods being developed are as follows:
Qualification of a manufacturer's processes for fabricating devices (rather than
qualification of each type of finished device). This would result in a Qualified
Manufacturers List (QML) in lieu of the current Qualified Products List (QPL)
approach.
Fabricating areas of each chip with testpatterns that could be tested to verify overall
device suitability. This would replace testing for each electrical characteristic of
the device.
Qualifying libraries of standard cells and standard design practices that would be
used in designing a device with many complex functions. This would also require
that the designer use approved rules in developing a custom device.
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Figure 1. Increase in Space Electronic Complexity
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ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
The use of advanced devices (which reduce size and increase performance and
reliability) has resulted in radical changes in electronic packaging technology. While the
focus is on ensuring the reliability of the devices, not enough attention is given to the
circuit packaging methods used. Electronic packaging is a major source of electronic
failures.
Surface mount technology is currently one of the strongest trends in electronic
packaging. It uses devices as depicted in Figure 2, which have smaller packages and are
reflow-soldered directly to the surface of a printed circuit board or substrate. This
system allows for greater packaging density of parts, and often reduces the finished size
of the end items as well as the number of modules used. Also, it permits packaging
advanced microelectronic chips with a large number of inputs and outputs in chip carrier
packages that can be leadless.
While surface mount technology has features that should increase reliability, it presents
new failure modes that must be overcome. Thermal stresses associated with reflow
soldering can produce cracking of packages and/or solder joints. Also, the process does
not permit visual inspection of the solder joints. New design, workmanship, and
inspection procedures must be developed to ensure adequate spacecraft reliability.
Hybrid microcircuits (see Figure 4) provide a method of packaging many small devices
inside of one case to improve size and design flexibility. Chip devices are mounted on a
substrate using either solder or conductive epoxy. Wires are then bonded to the chip
and to terminals and the package is sealed. Two of the key factors for ensuring
reliability of hybrid microcircuits include: (1) assembly performed in a clean area to
prevent particle contamination, and (2) adequately controlled chip and wire bonds.
Assembly and packaging problems as depicted in Figure 5 show that these key factors
also apply to older technologies. The problems associated with more advanced
packaging can be more problematic.
Programs to provide reliable electronic packaging are needed to address these
technologies. Efforts are underway to investigate possible process and testing
improvements and controls, and update the NASA workmanship requirements
documents for electronic packaging processes.
AVAILABILITY OF SPACE PARTS
The high reliability and small quantity requirements applicable to parts procured for
space use result in unique problems with regard to their procurement and availability.
Normal procurement times for high reliability parts suitable for space usage can be 1 to
3 years, due to special processing and test requirements. Also, space projects do not
normally require large quantities of parts. Therefore, procedures should be instituted to:
(1) provide for better availability; and (2) obviate use of less reliable parts, which can
result in costly failures.
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Figure 2. Examples of Surface-Mounted Devices
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Figure 4. Example of Hybrid Device
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Standardization of parts can contribute to greater common usage and the ability to stock
high reliability space parts. A "JAN S" stocking program was initiated for use by the
U.S. Air Force, Space Division, and NASA projects and contractors. However, this
program is not being utilized to a large extent and is in danger of being discontinued. It
needs additional promotion and usage, and simplified authorization procedures.
The complexity and unique applications of advanced microelectronic devices further
increase procurement time. Presently, there are no advanced microelectronic devices on
an approved list. This hinders designers from using such parts. Procedures are being
developed to overcome this problem.
A highly undesirable practice that results from parts unavailability is the cannibalism of
parts from existing projects to meet the needs of new projects. Also, many parts become
obsolete and are discontinued due to the development of improved parts. Therefore,
the parts availability problem must be considered for new designs as well as for existing
projects and the use of old designs on new projects.
INTEGRATION OF PARTS ACTIVITIES
The new developments in parts technology emphasize the need for interchange and
dissemination of information between NASA projects, centers, and contractors. This is
important to avoid duplication of effort, and also provide a basis for standardization and
common usage of advanced devices. Therefore, cost savings, standardization, and earlier
detection of problems will significantly improve the success of the project.
The availability of highly reliable parts for space use is affected by the relatively small
quantities of parts required for each space project. The space quality parts requirements
represent only a minute percentage of the overall market for parts manufacturers. This
is compounded by current practices in which there are separate procurements of the
same types of parts on each project and even by centers/contractors on the same
project. Increased emphasis must be placed on centralized procurement activities.
The NASA Standard Parts Program provides for better standardization of parts through
the following documents:
• MIL-STD-975, NASA Standard Parts List
• MIL-HDBK-978, Application of NASA Standard Parts
• NHB 5300.4(1F), Parts Management and Control Requirements for EEE Parts
It is important that these documents be continuously used and updated to promote
standardization, improve reliability, and provide a basis for introduction and use of
advanced microelectronic devices.
The information data base of EEE parts, EPIMS, is being developed and will be
operational in the first quarter of 1990. It will contain NASA EEE parts data from all
projects as well as applicable data from the Department of Defense and the Defense
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Nuclear Agency. The goal of EPIMS is to disseminateEEE parts data to the design
engineer,and consolidate information to form the basisfor standardizedand centralized
procurementpractices.
SUMMARY
The recent advancesin electronicparts technologyprovide an important means for
improving the performanceand reliability of NASA spacetransportation projects. These
upgradesare being incorporated into many electronic designefforts and their usagewill
increaseaseven more advancesare introduced. However, this createsnew challengesas
techniquesmust be refined or adaptedand proceduresdevelopedor revised to
implement the most advancedtechnologyfor reliable spacesystems.
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